
January 27, 2010 
 
New gear format introduced with the Aquatica AD7000 
 
Along with their super light housing for the Nikon® D7000, Aquatica is 
introducing a new line of Focus & Zoom gears, In recent years there has been a 
tendency from the lenses manufacturers to come out with larger and bigger 
lenses and this trend has all but stretched the limit of our older existing gears 
system, while every significant gear in underwater photography is supported 
by the existing gear system, it was nonetheless deemed wise to prepare for 
future optical offerings, the new line address all popular lenses used nowadays 
while still having plenty of dimensional space for upcoming lenses, should they 
become any larger. 
 
The catalogue numbering differs slightly, the first digit being replaced by a 4 for the newer version. As an example, 
the existing gear item number for the Popular Tokina® is # 18717; the newer version is simply renamed # 48717 
 
Some gears will retain the same number denomination, namely those macro lenses normally used with our AF/MF 
Macro port (# 18426), the change only affects lens being accessed via the housing focus/zoom controls. 
 
Please rest assured that there is no plan to discontinue the existing gears for our current housings, they are still 
and will continue to be available. As we introduce newer DSLR housings in the future they will benefit from the 
newer larger type of gear. 
 
A dedicated lens chart (type 4) is in the work for this housing and will be made available shortly, it will be available 
from the Aquatica AD7000 housing page or should you want a copy e-mailed directly to you, simply make a 
request for one at info@aquatica.ca and one will be forwarded to you as soon as it becomes available. 
 
On another note: 
 
Also as a reminder, please don’t forget 
that Aquatica is now including the 
Hydrophone and moisture alarm free 
of charge with the Aquatica AD7000, 
that an added value of 219.00 USD! 
 
Jean Bruneau, Technical Adviser  
info@aquatica.ca  
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